In recent years Google's MapReduce has emerged as a leading large-scale data processing architecture. Adopted by companies such as Amazon, Facebook, Google, IBM and Yahoo! in daily use, and more recently put in use by several universities, it allows parallel processing of huge volumes of data over cluster of machines. Hadoop is a free Java implementation of MapReduce. In Hadoop, files are split into blocks and replicated and spread over all servers in a network. Each job is also split into many small pieces called tasks. Several tasks are processed on a single server, and a job is not completed until all the assigned tasks are finished. A crucial factor that affects the completion time of a job is the particular assignment of tasks to servers. Given a placement of the input data over servers, one wishes to find the assignment that minimizes the completion time. In this paper, an idealized Hadoop model is proposed to investigate the Hadoop task assignment problem. It is shown that there is no feasible algorithm to find the optimal Hadoop task assignment unless P = N P. Assignments that are computed by the round robin algorithm inspired by the current Hadoop scheduler are shown to deviate from optimum by a multiplicative factor in the worst case. A flow-based algorithm is presented that computes assignments that are optimal to within an additive constant.
INTRODUCTION

Background
The cloud computing paradigm has recently received significant attention in the media. The cloud is a metaphor for the Internet, which is an abstraction for the complex infrastructure it conceals. Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and software that provide such services. It envisions shifting data storage and computing power away from local servers, across the network cloud, and into large clusters of machines hosted by companies such as Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Yahoo! and so on.
Google's MapReduce [8, 9, 16] parallel computing architecture, for example, splits workload over large clusters of commodity PCs and enables automatic parallelization. By exploiting parallel processing, it provides a software platform that lets one easily write and run applications that process vast amounts of data.
Apache Hadoop [4] is a free Java implementation of MapReduce in the open source software community. It is originally designed to efficiently process large volumes of data by parallel processing over commodity computers in local networks. In academia, researchers have adapted Hadoop to several different architectures. For example, Ranger et al. [18] evaluate MapReduce in multi-core and multi-processor systems, Kruijf et al. [7] implement MapReduce on the Cell B.E. processor architecture, and He et al. [14] propose a MapReduce framework on graphics processors. Many related applications using Hadoop have also been developed to solve various practical problems.
The MapReduce Framework
A Hadoop system runs on top of a distributed file system, called the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS usually runs on networked commodity PCs, where data are replicated and locally stored on hard disks of each machine. To store and process huge volume of data sets, HDFS typically uses a block size of 64MB. Therefore, moving computation close to the data is a design goal in the MapReduce framework.
In the MapReduce framework, any application is specified by jobs. A MapReduce job splits the input data into independent blocks, which are processed by the map tasks in parallel. Each map task processes a single block 1 consisting of some number of records. Each record in turn consists of a key/value pair. A map task applies the user defined map function to each input key/value pair and produces intermediate key/value pairs. The framework then sorts the intermediate data, and forwards them to the reduce tasks via interconnected networks. After receiving all intermediate key/value pairs with the same key, a reduce task executes the user defined reduce function and produces the output data. Finally, these output data are written back to the HDFS.
In such a framework, there is a single server, called the master, that keeps track of all jobs in the whole distributed system. The master runs a special process, called the jobtracker, that is responsible for task assignment and scheduling for the whole system. For the rest of servers that are called the slaves, each of them runs a process called the tasktracker. The tasktracker schedules the several tasks assigned to the single server in a way similar to a normal operating system.
The map task assignment is a vital part that affects the completion time of the whole job. First, each reduce task cannot begin until it receives the required intermediate data from all finished map tasks. Second, the assignment determines the location of intermediate data and the pattern of the communication traffic. Therefore, some algorithms should be in place to optimize the task assignment.
Related Work
Since Kuhn [15] proposed the first method for the classic assignment problem in 1955, variations of the assignment problem have been under extensive study in many areas [5] . In the classic assignment problem, there are identical number of jobs and persons. An assignment is a one-to-one mapping from tasks to persons. Each job introduces a cost when it is assigned to a person. Therefore, an optimal assignment minimizes the total cost over all persons.
In the area of parallel and distributed computing, when jobs are processed in parallel over several machines, one is interested in minimizing the maximum processing time of any machines. This problem is sometimes called the minimum makespan scheduling problem. This problem in general is known to be N P-complete [11] . Under the 1 Strictly speaking, a map task in Hadoop sometimes processes data that comes from two successive file blocks. This occurs because file blocks do not respect logical record boundaries, so the last logical record processed by a map task might lie partly in the current data block and partly in the succeeding block, requiring the map task to access the succeeding block in order to fetch the tail end of its last logical record. identical-machine model, there are some well-known approximation algorithms. For example, Graham [12] proposed a (2 − 1/n)-approximation algorithm in 1966, where n is the total number of machines. Graham [13] proposed another 4/3-approximation algorithm in 1969. However, under the unrelated-machine model, this problem is known to be APXhard, both in terms of its offline [17] and online [1, 2] approximability.
As some researchers [3, 4] pointed out, the scheduling mechanisms and polices that assign tasks to servers within the MapReduce framework can have a profound effect on efficiency. An early version of Hadoop uses a simple heuristic algorithm that greedily exploits data locality. Zaharia, Konwinski and Joseph [19] proposed some heuristic refinements based on experimental results.
Our Contributions
We investigate task assignment in Hadoop. In Section 2, we propose an idealized Hadoop model to evaluate the cost of task assignments. Based on this model, we show in Section 3 that there is no feasible algorithm to find the optimal assignment unless P = N P. In Section 4, we show that task assignments computed by a simple greedy round-robin algorithm might deviate from the optimum by a multiplicative factor. In Section 5, we present an algorithm that employs maximum flow and increasing threshold techniques to compute task assignments that are optimal to within an additive constant.
PROBLEM FORMALIZATION
Definition 1. A Map-Reduce schema (MR-schema) is a pair (T, S), where T is a set of tasks and S is a set of servers. Let m = |T | and n = |S|. A task assignment is a function A : T → S that assigns each task t to a server A(t).
2 Let A = {T → S} be the set of all possible task assignments. An MR-system is a triple (T, S, w), where (T, S) is an MRschema and w : T × A → Q + is a cost function.
Intuitively, w(t, A) is the time to perform task t on server A(t) in the context of the complete assignment A. The motivation for this level of generality is that the time to execute a task t in Hadoop depends not only on the task and the server speed, but also on possible network congestion, which in turn is influenced by the other tasks running on the cluster.
An MR-system models a cloud computer where all servers work in parallel. Tasks assigned to the same server are processed sequentially, whereas tasks assigned to different servers run in parallel. Thus, the total completion time of the cloud under task assignment A is given by the maximum load L A .
Our notion of an MR-system is very general and admits arbitrary cost functions. To usefully model Hadoop as an MR-system, we need a realistic but simplified cost model.
In Hadoop, the cost of a map task depends frequently on the location of its data. If the data is on the server's local disk, then the cost (execution time) is considerably lower than if the data is located remotely and must be fetched across the network before being processed.
We make several simplifying assumptions. We assume that all tasks and all servers are identical, so that for any particular assignment of tasks to servers, all tasks whose data is locally available take the same amount of time w loc , and all tasks whose data is remote take the same amount of time wrem. However, we do not assume that wrem is constant over all assignments. Rather, we let it grow with the total number of tasks whose data is remote. This reflects the increased data fetch time due to overall network congestion. Thus, wrem(r) is the cost of each remote task in every assignment with exactly r remote tasks. We assume that wrem(r) ≥ w loc for all r and that wrem(r) is (weakly) monotone increasing in r.
We formalize these concepts below. In each of the following, (T, S) is an MR-schema.
Definition 3.
A data placement is a relation ρ ⊆ T × S such that for every task t ∈ T , there exists at least one server s ∈ S such that ρ(t, s) holds.
The placement relation describes where the input data blocks are placed. If ρ(t, s) holds, then server s locally stores a replica of the data block that task t needs.
Definition 4.
We represent the placement relation ρ by an unweighted bipartite graph, called the placement graph. In the placement graph Gρ = ((T, S), E), T consists of m task nodes and S consists of n server nodes. There is an edge (t, s) ∈ E iff ρ(t, s) holds.
Definition 5.
A partial assignment α is a partial function from T to S. We regard a partial assignment as a set of ordered pairs with pairwise distinct first elements, so for partial assignments β and α, β ⊇ α means β extends α. If s ∈ S, the restriction of α to s is the partial assignment α|s = α ∩ (T × {s}). Thus, α|s agrees with α for those tasks that α assigns to s, but all other tasks are unassigned in α|s.
Definition 6. Let ρ be a data placement and β be a partial assignment. A task t ∈ T is local in β if β(t) is defined and ρ(t, β(t)). A task t ∈ T is remote in α if β(t) is defined and ¬ρ(t, β(t)). Otherwise t is unassigned in β. Let β , r β and u β be the number of local tasks, remote tasks, and unassigned tasks in β, respectively. For any s ∈ S, let β s be the number of local tasks assigned to s by β. Let k β = maxs∈S β s .
Definition 7. Let ρ be a data placement, β be a partial assignment, w loc ∈ Q + , and wrem :
The Hadoop cost function with parameters ρ, w loc , and wrem(·) is the function w defined by
We call ρ the placement of w, and w loc and wrem(·) the local and remote costs of w, respectively. Let
The definition of remote cost under a partial assignment β is pessimistic. It assumes that tasks not assigned by β will eventually become remote, and each remote task will eventually have cost wrem(r β + u β ). This definition agrees with the definition of remote cost under a complete assignment A, because u A = 0 and thus w A rem = wrem(r A +u A ) = wrem(r A ). Since ρ is encoded by mn bits, w loc is encoded by one rational number, and wrem(·) is encoded by m + 1 rational numbers, the Hadoop cost function w(ρ, w loc , wrem(·)) is encoded by mn bits plus m + 2 rational numbers.
Definition 8.
A Hadoop MR-system (HMR-system) is the MR-system (T, S, w), where w is the Hadoop cost function with parameters ρ, w loc , and wrem(·). A HMR-system is defined by (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)).
Problem 1 Hadoop Task Assignment Problem (HTA) 1. Instance: An HMR-system (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)).
Objective:
Sometimes the cost of running a task on a server only depends on the placement relation and its data locality, but not on the assignment of other tasks.
Definition 9.
A Hadoop cost function w is called uniform if wrem(r) = c for some constant c and all r ∈ N. A uniform HMR-system (UHMR-system) is an HMR-system (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)), where w is uniform.
Problem 2 Uniform Hadoop Task Assignment Problem (UHTA) 1. Instance: A UHMR-system (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)).
Objective:
The number of replicas of each data block may be bounded, often by a small number such as 2 or 3.
Definition 10. Call a placement graph G = ((T, S), E) jreplica-bounded if the degree of t is at most j for all t ∈ T . A j-replica-bounded-UHMR-system (j-UHMR-system) is a UHMR-system (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)), where Gρ is j-replicabounded.
Problem 3 j-Uniform Hadoop Task Assignment Problem (j-UHTA) 1. Instance: A j-UHMR-system (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)).
Find an assignment A that minimizes L A .
HARDNESS OF TASK ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we analyze the hardness of the various HTA optimization problems by showing the corresponding decision problems to be N P-complete.
Task Assignment Decision Problems
Definition 11. Given a server capacity k, a task assign-
The decision problem corresponding to a class of HMRsystems and capacity k asks whether a given HMR-system in the class is k-admissible. Thus, the k-HTA problem asks about arbitrary HMR-systems, the k-UHTA problem asks about arbitrary UHMR-systems, and the k-j-UHTA problem (which we write (j, k)-UHTA) asks about arbitrary j-UHMR-systems.
N P-completeness of (2,3)-UHTA
The (2,3)-UHTA problem is a very restricted subclass of the general k-admissibility problem for HMR-systems. In this section, we restrict even further by taking w loc = 1 and wrem = 3. This problem represents a simple scenario where the cost function assumes only the two possible values 1 and 3, each data block has at most 2 replicas, and each server has capacity 3. Despite its obvious simplicity, we show that (2,3)-UHTA is N P-complete. It follows that all of the less restritive decision problems are also N P-complete, and the correponding optimization problems do not have feasible solutions unless P = N P. The proof method is to construct a polynomial-time reduction from 3SAT to (2,3)-UHTA. Let G be the set of all 2-replica-bounded placement graphs. Given Gρ ∈ G, we define the HMR-system MG = (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)), where w loc = 1 and wrem(r) = 3 for all r. We say that G is 3-admissible if MG is 3-admissible. We construct a polynomial-time computable mapping f : 3CNF → G, and show that a 3CNF formula φ is satisfiable iff f (φ) is 3-admissible. We shorten "3-admissible" to "admissible" in the following discussion.
We first describe the construction of f . Let φ = C1 ∧ C2 · · · ∧ Cα be a 3CNF formula, where each Cu = (lu1 ∨ lu2 ∨ lu3) is a clause and each luv is a literal. Let x1, · · · , x β be the variables that appear in φ. Therefore, φ contains exactly 3α instances of literals, each of which is either xi or ¬xi, where
3 Let ω be the maximum number of occurrences of any literal in φ. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of φ. 
, we have α = 3, β = 6, and ω = 2 since x1 occurs twice.
Given φ, we construct the corresponding placement graph G which comprises several disjoint copies of the three types of gadget described below, connected together with additional edges.
The first type of gadget is called a clause gadget. Each clause gadget u contains a clause server Cu, three literal 3 The notation [a,b] in our discussion represents the set of integers {a, a + 1, · · · , b − 1, b}. tasks lu1, lu2, lu3 and an auxiliary task au. There is an edge between each of these tasks and the clause server. Since φ contains α clauses, G contains α clause gadgets. Thus, G contains α clause servers, 3α literal tasks and α auxiliary tasks. Figure 1 describes the structure of the u-th clause gadget. We use circles and boxes to represent tasks and servers, respectively. : j ∈ [1, ω] in ring i, but they do not connect to any ring server. Since φ contains β variables, G contains β variable gadgets. Thus, G contains 2βω ring servers, 2βω ring tasks and βω variable tasks. Figure 2 describes the structure of the i-th variable gadget.
The structure of the i-th variable gadget.
The third type of gadget is called a sink gadget. The sink gadget contains a sink server P and three sink tasks p1, p2, p3. Each sink task is connected to the sink server. G only contains one sink gadget. Figure 3 describes the structure of the sink gadget.
There are also some inter-gadget edges in G. We connect j to the sink server P . We also connect each literal task luv to a unique ring server R (i) j . To be more precise, if literal luv is the j-th occurrence of xi in φ, connect the literal task luv to ring server R (i) 2j−1 ∈ Ti; if literal luv is the j-th occurrence of ¬xi in φ, connect the literal task luv to ring server R (i) 2j ∈ Fi. These inter-gadget edges complete the graph G. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of G. 
Proof. We count the number of edges from each task node in f (φ). Each clause task has 2 edges, each auxiliary task has 1 edge, each ring task has 2 edges, each variable task has 1 edge, and each sink task has 1 edge. Therefore, f (φ) is 2-replica-bounded.
The following lemma is immediate.
Proof. Let σ be a satisfying truth assignment for φ, and we construct a feasible assignment A in G = f (φ). First of all, assign each sink task to the sink server, i.e., let A(pi) = P for all i ∈ [1, 3] . Then assign each auxiliary task au to the clause server Cu, i.e., let A(au) = Cu for all u ∈ [1, α]. If σ(xi) = true, then assign ring tasks r
to ring servers in Fi, variable tasks v (i) j : j ∈ [1, ω] to ring servers in Ti. If literal luv = xi and σ(xi) = true, then assign task luv to its local ring server in Ti. If literal luv = ¬xi and σ(xi) = false, then assign task luv to its local ring server in Fi. Otherwise, assign task luv to its local clause server Cu.
We then check this task assignment is feasible. Each ring server is assigned either at most three local tasks (two ring tasks and one literal task), or one remote variable task. In either case, the load does not exceed the capacity 3. The number of tasks assigned to each clause server Cu is exactly the number of false literals in Cu under σ plus one (the auxiliary task), and each task is local to Cu. Thus, the load is at most 3. The sink server is assigned three local sink tasks and the load is exactly 3. Therefore, all constraints are satisfied and A is feasible. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.
The proof of the converse of Lemma 3.4 is more involved. The method is given a feasible assignment A in G = f (φ), we first construct a feasible assignment B in G such that B(t) = P for all t ∈ T − {p1, p2, p3}. Then we remove the sink tasks and the sink server from further consideration and consider the resulting graph G . After that, we partition G into two subgraphs, and construct a feasible assignment B such that no tasks from one partition are remotely assigned to servers in the other partition. This step involves a case analysis. Finally, a natural way of constructing the satisfying truth assignment for φ follows.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a feasible task assignment. Then there exists a feasible task assignment B such that B(t) = P for all t ∈ T − {p1, p2, p3}.
Proof. When A satisfies that A(t) = P for all t ∈ T − {p1, p2, p3}, let B = A. Otherwise, assume there exists a task t such that A(t ) = P and t ∈ T − {p1, p2, p3}. Since the capacity of P is 3, there is at least one sink task, say p1, is not assigned to P . Let A(p1) = Q. Since ρ(p1, Q) does not hold, Q has only been assigned p1 and L A Q = 3. Let B(p1) = P and B(t ) = Q. Repeat the same process for all tasks other than p1, p2, p3 that are assigned to P in A. Then let B(t) = A(t) for the remaining tasks t ∈ T . To see B is feasible, note that L Let G be the subgraph induced by (T − {p1, p2, p3}, S − {P }) = (T , S ). We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let A be a feasible task assignment in G. Then there exists a feasible task assignment A in G .
Proof. Given A, Lemma 3.5 tells us that there exists another feasible assignment B in G such that B(t) = P for all t ∈ T . Let A (t) = B(t) for all t ∈ T . Then A is an assignment in G since A (t) ∈ S − {P } for all t ∈ T . To see
We further partition G into two subgraphs GC and GR. GC is induced by nodes {Cu :
In other words, GC consists of all clause gadgets while GR consists of all variable gadgets.
If a task in one partition is remotely assigned to a server in the other partition, we call this task a cross-boundary task. Let n A c be the number of cross-boundary tasks that are in GC and assigned to servers in GR by A, n A r be the number of cross-boundary tasks that are in GR and assigned to servers in GC by A. We have the following lemmas. Proof. Assume ti ∈ GC , si ∈ GR and A(ti) = si; t i ∈ GR, s i ∈ GC and A(t i ) = s i . Then each of si and s i is assigned one remote task. Let B(ti) = s i and B(t i ) = si,
. This process decreases nc and nr each by one, and the resulting assignment is also feasible. Repeat the same process until the smaller one of nc and nr becomes 0. Then let B(t)
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume ti ∈ GC , si ∈ GR and A(ti) = si. Let k0, k1, k2, k3 denote the number of ring servers filled to load 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. From the total number of servers in GR, we have
Similarly, from the total number of tasks in GR, we have
Subtracting (1) from (2) gives k2 = βω + k0. Assigning both neighboring ring tasks to the same ring server fills it to load 2. Since there are only 2βω ring servers, we have k2 ≤ βω. Hence, k0 = 0 and k2 = βω. This implies that all ring tasks are assigned to ring servers in alternating positions in each ring. There are βω remaining ring servers and βω variable tasks. Therefore, a variable task is remotely assigned to one of the remaining ring servers by A. Now consider the server si that has been remotely assigned ti ∈ GC . If it is assigned two ring tasks, its load is L A s i = 2 + 3 > 3. If it is assigned one variable task, its load is L A s i = 3 + 3 > 3. A is not feasible in either case. Therefore, there is no ti ∈ GC and si ∈ GR such that A(ti) = si. Thus, n Proof. Given feasible task assignment A in G = f (φ), we construct the satisfying truth assignment σ for φ. From Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9, we construct a feasible assignment B in G , such that n To check that this truth assignment is a satisfying assignment, note that for the three literal tasks lu1, lu2, lu3, at most two of them are assigned to the clause server Cu. There must be one literal task, say luv, that is locally assigned to a ring server. In this case, σ(luv) = true and thus the clause σ(Cu) = true. This fact holds for all clauses and thus indicates that σ(φ) = σ( V Cu) = true. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.10.
Finally we prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.10 establish that 3SAT ≤p (2,3)-UHTA via f . Therefore, (2,3)-UHTA is N P-hard. It is easy to see that (2,3)-UHTA ∈ N P because in time O(mn) a nondeterministic Turing machine could guess the assignment and accept iff the maximum load under the assignment does not exceed 3. Therefore, (2, 3)-UHTA is N P-complete.
A ROUND ROBIN ALGORITHM
In this section, we analyze a simple round robin algorithm for the UHTA problem. Algorithm 1 is inspired by the Hadoop scheduler algorithm. It scans over each server in a round robin fashion. When assigning a new task to a server, Algorithm 1 tries heuristically to exploit data locality. Since we have not specified the order of assigned tasks, Algorithm 1 may produce many possible outputs (assignments).
Algorithm 1
The round robin algorithm exploring locality. 1: input: a set of unassigned tasks T , a list of servers {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , sn}, a placement relation ρ 2: define i ← 1 as an index variable 3: define A as an assignment 4: A(t) = ⊥ (task t is unassigned) for all t 5: while exists unassigned task do 6: if exists unassigned task t such that ρ(t, s i ) holds then 7:
update A by assigning A(t) = s i 8: else 9:
pick any unassigned task t , update A by assigning A(t ) = s i 10: end if 11: i ← (i mod n) + 1 12: end while 13: output: assignment A Algorithm 1 is analogous to the Hadoop scheduler algorithm up to core version 0.19. There are three differences, though. First, the Hadoop algorithm assumes three kinds of placement: data-local, rack-local and rack-remote, whereas Algorithm 1 assumes only two: local and remote. Second, the Hadoop scheduler works incrementally rather than assigning all tasks initially. Last, the Hadoop algorithm is deterministic, whereas Algorithm 1 is nondeterministic. Proof. The number of edges in the placement graph is equal to the number of data block replicas, and thus adding a new edge in the placement graph is equivalent to adding a new replica in the system. Consider the simple placement graph G where m = n, and there is an edge between task ti and si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Running Algorithm 1 gives an assignment A in which task ti is assigned to si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and thus L A = w loc . Now we add one edge between task tn and server s1. We run Algorithm 1 on this new placement graph G to get assignment A . It might assign task tn to server s1 in the first step. Following that, it assigns ti to si for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and it finally assigns t1 to sn. Since t1 is remote to sn, this gives
Theorem 4.1 indicates that increasing the number of data block replicas is not always beneficial for Algorithm 1. In the remaining part of this section, we show that the assignments computed by Algorithm 1 might deviate from the optimum by a multiplicative factor. In the following, let O be an assignment that minimizes L O .
Theorem 4.2. Let A be an assignment computed by Algorithm 1. Then
Proof. On the one hand, pigeonhole principle says there is a server assigned at least m/n tasks. Since the cost of each task is at least w loc , the load of this server is at least m/n · w loc . Thus, L O ≥ m/n · w loc . On the other hand, Algorithm 1 runs in a round robin fashion where one task is assigned at a time. Therefore, the number of tasks assigned to each server is at most m/n . Since the cost of each task is at most wrem, the load of a server is at most m/n · wrem.
Thus, L
A ≤ m/n · wrem. Combining the two, we have
Theorem 4.3. Let T and S be such that m ≤ n(n − 2). There exist a placement ρ and an assignment A such that A is a possible output of Algorithm 1, L A ≥ m/n · wrem, and
Proof. We prove the theorem by constructing a placement graph Gρ. Partition the set T of tasks into n disjoint subsets Ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that m/n ≥ |Ti| ≥ |Tj| ≥ m/n for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. Now in the placement graph Gρ, connect tasks in Ti to server si, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. These set of edges guarantee that L O = m/n · w loc . We then connect each task in Tn to a different server in the subset S = {s1, s2, · · · , sn−1}. Since m ≤ n(n − 2), we have m/n ≤ m/n + 1 ≤ n − 1, which guarantees |S | ≥ |Tn|. This completes the placement graph Gρ. Now run Algorithm 1 on Gρ. There is a possible output A where tasks in Tn are assigned to servers in S . In that case, all tasks that are local to server sn are assigned elsewhere, and thus sn is assigned remote tasks. Since sn is assigned at least m/n tasks, this gives L A ≥ m/n · wrem.
When n | m, the lower bound in Theorem 4.3 matches the upper bound in Theorem 4.2.
A FLOW-BASED ALGORITHM
Theorem 3.1 shows that the problem of computing an optimal task assignment for the HTA problem is N P-complete. Nevertheless, it is feasible to find task assignments whose load is at most an additive constant greater than the optimal load. We present such an algorithm in this section.
For two partial assignments α and β such that β ⊇ α, we define a new notation called virtual load from α below.
Definition 12. For any task t and partial assignment β that extends α, let
The virtual load of server s under β from α is V β,α s = P t:β(t)=s v α (t, β). The maximum virtual load under β from
Thus, v assumes pessimistically that tasks not assigned by β will eventually become remote, and each remote task will eventully have cost w α rem . When α is clear from context, we omit α and write v(t, β), V β s and V β , respectively. Note that v α (t, α) = w(t, α) as in Definition 7. Algorithm 2 works iteratively to produce a sequence of assignments and then outputs the best one, i.e., the one of least maximum server load. The iteration is controlled by an integer variable τ which is initialized to 1 and incremented on each iteration. Each iteration consists of two phases, max-cover and bal-assign:
• Max-cover : Given as input a placement graph Gρ, an integer value τ , and a partial assignment α, max-cover returns a partial assignment α of a subset T of tasks, such that α assigns no server more than τ tasks, every task in T is local in α , and |T | is maximized over all such assignments. Thus, α makes as many tasks local as is possible without assigning more than τ tasks to any one server. The name "max-cover" follows the intuition that we are actually trying to "cover" as many tasks as possible by their local servers, subject to the constraint that no server is assigned more than τ tasks.
• Bal-assign: Given as input a set of tasks T , a set of servers S, a partial assignment α computed by maxcover, and a cost function w, bal-assign uses a simple greedy algorithm to extend α to a complete assignment B by repeatedly choosing a server with minimal virtual load and assigning some unassigned task to it. This continues until all tasks are assigned. It thus generates a sequence of partial assignments α = α0 ⊆ α1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ αu = B, where u = u α . Every task t assigned in balassign contributes v α (t, B) ≤ w α rem to the virtual load of the server that it is assigned to. At the end, w B rem ≤ w α rem , and equality holds only when r B = r α + u α .
The astute reader might feel that it is intellectually attractive to use real server load as the criterion to choose servers in bal-assign because it embeds more accurate information. We do not know if this change ever results in a better assignment. We do know that it may require more computation. Whenever a local task is assigned, r + u decreases by 1, so the remote cost wrem(r + u) may also decrease. If it does, the loads of all servers that have been assigned remote tasks must be recomputed. In the current version of the algorithm, we do not need to update virtual load when a local task is assigned because the virtual cost of remote tasks never changes in the course of bal-assign.
Algorithm Description
We describe Algorithm 2 in greater detail here.
Max-cover
Max-cover (line 6 of Algorithm 2) augments the partial assignment α τ −1 computed by the previous iteration to produce α τ . (We define α 0 to be the empty partial assignment.) Thus, α τ ⊇ α τ −1 , and α τ maximizes the total number of local tasks assigned subject to the constraint that no server is assigned more than τ tasks in all.
Algorithm 2 A flow-based algorithm for HTA. 1: input: an HMR-system (T, S, ρ, w loc , wrem(·)) 2: define A, B as assignments 3: define α as a partial assignment 4: α(t) = ⊥ (task t is unassigned) for all t 5: for τ = 1 to m do 6: α ← max-cover(Gρ, τ, α) 7: B ← bal-assign(T, S, α, w loc , wrem(·)) 8: end for 9: set A equal to a B with least maximum load 10: output: assignment A The core of the max-cover phase is an augmenting path algorithm by Ford and Fulkerson [10] . The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm takes as input a network with edge capacities and an existing network flow, and outputs a maximum flow that respects the capacity constraints. A fact about this algorithm is well-known [6, 10] .
Fact 5.1. Given a flow network with integral capacities and an initial integral s-t flow f , the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm computes an integral maximum s-t flow f in time O(|E| · (|f | − |f |)), where |E| is the number of edges in the network and |f | is the value of the flow f , i.e., the amount of flow passing from the source to the sink.
During the max-cover phase at iteration τ , the input placement graph Gρ is first converted to a corresponding flow network G ρ . G ρ includes all nodes in Gρ and an extra source u and an extra sink v. In G ρ , there is an edge (u, t) for all t ∈ T and an edge (s, v) for all s ∈ S. All of the original edges (t, s) in Gρ remain in G ρ . The edge capacity is defined as follows: edge (s, v) has capacity τ for all s ∈ S, while all the other edges have capacity 1. Therefore, for any pair of (t, s), if there is a flow through the path u → t → s → v, the value of this flow is no greater than 1. Then the input partial assignment α is converted into a network flow fα as follows: if task t is assigned to server s in the partial assignment α, assign one unit of flow through the path u → t → s → v.
The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is then run on graph G ρ with flow fα to find a maximum flow f α . From Fact 5.1, we know that the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm takes time O(|E| · (|f α | − |fα|)) in this iteration. This output flow f α at iteration τ will act as the input flow to the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm at iteration τ + 1. The flow network at iteration τ + 1 is the same as the one at iteration τ except that each edge (s, v) has capacity τ + 1 for all s ∈ S. This incremental use of Ford-Fulkerson algorithm in successive iterations helps reduce the time complexity of the whole algorithm.
At the end of the max-cover phase, the augmented flow f α is converted back into a partial assignment α . If there is one unit of flow through the path u → t → s → v in f α , we assign task t is to server s in α . This conversion from a network flow to a partial assignment can always be done, because the flow is integral and all edges between tasks and servers have capacity 1. Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a unit flow through the path u → t → s → v and the assignment of task t to its local server s. It follows that |f α | = α . By Fact 5.1, the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm computes a maximum flow that respects the capacity constraint τ . Thus, the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 5.2. Let α τ be the partial assignment computed by max-cover at iteration τ , and β be any partial assignment such that k β ≤ τ . Then
Bal-assign
Definition 13. Let β and β be partial assignments, t a task and s a server. We say that β t:s −→ β is a step that assigns t to s if t is unassigned in β and β = β ∪ {(t, s)}. We say β → β is a step, if β Given two partial assignments αi−1 and αi in a trace such that αi−1
The following lemma is immediate. 
Main Result
It is obvious that Algorithm 2 is optimal for n = 1 since only one assignment is possible. Now we show that for n ≥ 2, Algorithm 2 computes, in polynomial time, assignments that are optimal to within an additive constant. The result is formally stated as Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 5.4. Let n ≥ 2. Given an HMR-system with m tasks and n servers, Algorithm 2 computes an assignment
Lemma 5.5. Algorithm 2 runs in time O(m 2 n).
Proof. By Fact 5.1, we know that the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm takes time O(|E| · |∆ f |) to augment the network flow by |∆ f |. At iteration τ = 1, max-cover takes time O(|E| · |f1|), where |f1| ≤ n. Then at iteration τ = 2, max-cover takes time O(|E| · (|f2| − |f1|)), where |f2| ≤ 2n. The same process is repeated until |fm| = m. The total running time of max-cover for all iterations thus adds up to O(|E| · (|f1| + |f2| − |f1| + |f3| − |f2|
We implement the greedy algorithm in the bal-assign phase with a priority queue. Since there are n servers, each operation of the priority queue takes O(log n) time. During the bal-assign phase at each iteration, at most m tasks need to be assigned. This takes time O(m log n). The total running time of bal-assign for all iterations is thus O(m 2 log n). Combining the running time of the two phases for all iterations gives time complexity O(m 2 n).
Lemma 5.5 suggests the max-cover phase is the main contributor to the time complexity of Algorithm 2. However, in a typical Hadoop system, the number of replicas for each data block is a small constant, say 2 or 3. Then the degree of each t ∈ G is bounded by this constant. In this case, the placement graph G is sparse and |E| = O(m + n). As a result, max-cover runs in time O(m(m + n)). Therefore the bal-assign phase might become the main contributor to the time complexity.
Properties of optimal assignments
In order to prove the approximation bound, we first establish some properties of optimal assignments. Definition 14. Given an HMR-system, let O be the set of all optimal assignments, i.e., those that minimize the maximum load. Let rmin = min{r A | A ∈ O} and let 
for any other server s ∈ S − {s, s }. In either case, we have shown the new assignment is in O. However, since t becomes local in the new assignment, fewer remote tasks are assigned than in O. This contradicts that O ∈ O1. Thus, s is assigned no remote tasks, so
Proof. Let s1 be a server of maximal local load in O, so k
Analyzing the algorithm
Assume throughout this section that O ∈ O1 and α = α0 → α1 → . . . → αu = B is a trace generated by iteration τ = k O of the algorithm. Virtual loads are all based on α, so we generally omit explicit mention of α in the superscripts of v and V .
by monotonicity of wrem(·). It follows by definition of the w
Proof. k α ≤ k O because no server is assigned more than τ local tasks by max-cover at iteration τ = k O . For sake of contradiction, assume
, violating the optimality of O. Let t be an unassigned task in α. By definition, ρ(t, s) holds for some server s. Assign t to s in α to obtain a new partial assignment β. We have
Proof. By definition, L O . Such a server exists by Lemma 5.9. Let S2 = S − {s1} be the set of remaining servers. For a partial assignment β ⊇ α, define N β to be the average virtual load under β of the servers in S2. Formally,
To obtain the approximation bound, we compare N β with the similar quantity M O for the optimal assignment. For convenience, we let δ = w 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an algorithmic study of the task assignment problem in the Hadoop MapReduce framework and propose a mathematical model to evaluate the cost of task assignments. Based on this model, we show that it is infeasible to find the optimal assignment unless P = N P. Theorem 3.1 shows that the task assignment problem in Hadoop remains hard even if all servers have equal capacity of 3, the cost function only has 2 values in its range, and each data block has at most 2 replicas.
Second, we analyze the simple round robin algorithm for the UHTA problem. Theorem 4.1 reveals that the intuition is wrong that increasing the number of replicas always helps load balancing. Using round robin task assignment, adding more replicas into the system can sometimes result in worse maximum load. Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 show there could be a multiplicative gap in maximum load between the optimal assignment and the assignment computed by Algorithm 1.
Third, we present Algorithm 2 for the general HTA problem. This algorithm employs maximum flow and increasing threshold techniques. Theorem 5.4 shows that the assignments computed by Algorithm 2 are optimal to within an additive constant that depends only on the number of servers and the remote cost function.
There are many interesting directions for future work. We have sketched a proof of a matching lower bound to Theorem 5.4 for a class of Hadoop cost functions. We plan to present this result in followup work. Sharing a MapReduce cluster between multiple users is becoming popular and has led to recent development of multi-user multi-job schedulers such as fair scheduler and capacity scheduler. We plan to analyze the performance of such schedulers and see if the optimization techniques from this paper can be applied to improve them.
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